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An off-axis feedback loop originates a two-point nonlocality that changes the instabilities of lasers of classes
A and B: after crossing a first threshold these devices amplify while they lase above a second one. We obtain
the instability diagram in presence of off-axis feedback and show that transverse phase and group velocities
can be tuned to have the same or opposite sign, depending on control parameters. Counterpropagating noise
sustained patterns and localized perturbations are found for an out-of-phase feedback when the laser operates
as a signal splitter. We predict these effects in a broad class of devices, with either positive or negative
refractive index, diffusion, and in presence of noise.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of feedback loops in dynamical systems
has been long recognized not only in different fields of phys-
ics but also in biology and engineering 1,2. In the context
of optics, the combination of media nonlinearity and feed-
back is at the basis of spatiotemporal instabilities so funda-
mental as laser emission 3,4. Recently, a great attention has
been devoted to the role of temporal delay on the spectral,
dynamical, and stochastic properties of the light emitted by
nonlinear devices with external feedback, also in view of
applications 5,6. In this paper we consider the effects intro-
duced by off-axis external feedback on a broad class of reso-
nators containing amplifiers. The off-axis feedback is mod-
eled by a two-point nonlocality that is the spatial analogous
of temporal delay. The presence of tilted or off-axis beams is
a common experimental issue and has also been subject of
both theoretical and experimental studies in liquid crystals
light valves 7–9, Kerr-type media 10–12, and generic
nonlinear systems with diffusive 13 and diffractive 14
couplings.
In this paper we examine in detail the effect of off-axis
feedback in a broad class of devices containing active media
with fast decay of the polarization 15, including media with
negative refraction index 16 and devices with soft apertures
17. We show how an off-axis feedback changes the nature
of the first instability threshold, which without offset is a
lasing threshold. As a consequence, there are large windows
of control parameters where small localized signals can be
strongly amplified while the background radiation in other
region of the system remains very low 14. In Sec. II we
give a thorough explanation of the theoretical method used to
calculate the instability diagram, first reported in Ref. 14,
showing by some examples the complexity of the analysis.
Mathematical details of these calculations are summarized in
Appendix A. The roles of two-point nonlocality, diffusion,
diffraction, and feedback on instability threshold are taken
into account. Furthermore, the signal moves across the cavity
with transverse phase and group velocities that are easily
managed to have the same or opposite signs 14. In spite of
the broken transverse reflection symmetry, localized pertur-
bations can move both toward or against the offset direction
and can even split into two counterpropagating components,
with the laser operating as a signal splitter. Several numeri-
cal simulations of the full nonlinear model confirm our the-
oretical analysis: peculiar noise sustained patterns are shown
in Sec. III, while in Sec. IV we consider the spatiotemporal
evolution of localized perturbation. We show that the opera-
tion of the signal splitter persists in presence of added noise,
which is very important from the point of view of experi-
ments. We consider mainly systems in which the time delay
of the feedback is negligible with respect to the time scale of
the field amplitude, but, as discussed in Appendix B, the
phenomena reported in this paper are present also when the
time delay of the feedback cannot be neglected.
II. NONLOCALITY IN OPTICAL SYSTEMS
WITH DIFFRACTION AND DIFFUSION
We consider class A systems described by nondimensional
equations of the type
tE = fE2;E + dR + idIxx2 E + reiEx, 1
and class B systems described by
tE = g1E2,N;E + dR + idIxx
2 E + reiEx, 2
tN = g2E2,N,xx
2 N; , 3
where E is the slowly varying amplitude of the electric field,
N is the population inversion, dR ,dI are the diffusion and
diffraction coefficients,1 and  is a control parameter. The
nonlocal coupling of the field E at time t in a point x with the
field Ex at time t−t in a point x+x is the consequence of
an off-axis single-passage feedback loop. We consider feed-
back loops for which the time delay t is very small com-
pared to the time scale of the slowly varying envelope of the
field; the feedback can then be characterized by an amplitude
1Notation: the subscripts R and I are used to distinguish real and
imaginary parts of complex variables in the rest of the paper.
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0r1 and a phase shift =Lt, where L is the carrier
frequency. f , g1, and g2 are nonlinear complex functions that
can be derived with respect to E and N.
Equation 1 and Eqs. 2 and 3 have trivial solutions
E=0 and E=N=0, respectively. Note that the following
analysis actually applies to a more general class of equations
in which the feedback term is f1E2Ex, with rei= f10.
The dispersion relation for perturbations Eexpt
+ ikIx is
 =  − eikI
2 + rei+kIx, 4
where we have used the exponential notation dR+ idI= dei
and rescaled x in units of d. Here = f0 for Eq. 1 and
=g10,0 for Eq. 2. For class B models, perturbations E
and N of E=N=0 are decoupled this is given by the con-
dition Ng10,0=Eg20,0=0 and perturbations N are al-
ways damped and can be ignored. From Eq. 4 we can find
that there are bands of kI which are unstable Fig. 1: the
most unstable kI are given by
kIR = − 2kI cos  + rx sinkIx +  = 0, 5
kI
2
2
R = − 2 cos  + rx2 coskIx +  0. 6
Moreover, we see that the instability threshold can be ex-
pressed as a function of four relevant parameters, namely,
	 ,  , rx2, and Rx2; therefore increasing the shift size
x produces on the device the same effect of larger gain R
and feedback r. A specific effect of the nonlocality is that the
relative strength of diffusion and diffraction, , also becomes
an effective parameter to control the threshold position. As a
matter of fact, the lowest gain and feedback thresholds are
generally found in the purely diffractive limit 
 /2. The
effect of diffusion on the feedback lasing threshold is as
follows: for any not vanishing feedback phase 	, the thresh-
old value for the scaled feedback strength rx2 increases
with the diffusion, being independent of the sign of the re-
fractive index sign of . Both R and r can be increased to
cross the laser threshold and—similarly to the case of perfect
alignment—if the feedback is out of phase then stronger gain
is required. For fixed values either of the gain or of the
feedback the nonlocality strongly decreases the threshold
values for the gain as well as for the feedback field. The fact
that a misalignment lowers the threshold is rather surprising:
it is due to the fact that the most unstable mode has kI0 so
that the effect of the nonlocal coupling is actually equivalent
to a reduction in the feedback dephasing. Consistently with
this interpretation, in the case of feedback perfectly in phase
with the intracavity field 	=0 the threshold is independent
of the lateral shift x because the most unstable mode is the
homogeneous one kI=0. Instability diagrams for different
control parameters have been reported in Ref. 14. In Fig. 2
we show that the dependence of the threshold position on the
relative size of diffusion and diffraction is rather slow Fig.
2 if there is a significantly large diffusion. A fast change in
the threshold values is found, however, when the purely dif-
fractive case is approached →
 /2. The feedback detun-
ing 	 increases the threshold value for the pump here
shown as well as for the feedback r.
The dispersion Eq. 4 has in general a not vanishing
imaginary part. The phase velocity is
vp = −
IkI
kI
= kI sin  −
I + r sinkIx + 
kI
, 7
which for the most unstable wave number kIc
vpkIc = kIc sin  −
I
kIc
+
2 cos 
x
. 8
The group velocity is
vg = 2kIc sin  − rx coskIcx + 
= 2kIc sin  1 − 4kIc2 cos 2r2x2 , 9
where the − sign always satisfies Eq. 6 and therefore cor-
responds to a wave packet with frequency spectrum centered
on a local maximum of the amplification. On the contrary,
the + sign may not satisfy Eq. 6. From Eq. 9 we can see
that the group velocity is null for
kIc = rx/2, 10
FIG. 1. Dispersion relation R for R=−0.1, r=1, x=0.9, and
=0.45
. The effect of the feedback phase  is shown: for =0
continuous line the most unstable mode is the homogeneous one,
for =
 /2 dotted line a phase pattern is predicted, and for =

dashed line two opposite wave numbers have the same real dis-
persion. The size of the oscillations in the Rk function increases
with r.
FIG. 2. Color online Instability thresholds for rx2=0.5 and
for 	=n
 /4 with n=0,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 from bottom to top. The lowest
threshold is found for 	=0 and the instability takes place above the
lines.
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rx2
2
= −  +  + 2n + 12	
 11
and
kIc = − rx/2, 12
rx2
2
=  −  − 2n + 12	
 . 13
When Eq. 6 is satisfied, these manifolds in the control pa-
rameter space separate regions in which the group and the
phase velocity have the same sign from region in which
these velocities have opposite sign. In particular, there are
manifolds in which vpkIc is null, which separate regions of
positive and negative phase velocities. From the existence of
these manifolds, we deduce that in these systems there are
regions of the control parameters where the phase and group
velocities have the same sign and region where they have
opposite sign. Moreover, the real part of the dispersion rela-
tion may have more than one maximum so that a single
perturbation may split into two wave packets. This situation
is predicted, for instance, in Fig. 3, representing the phase
and group velocities of wave packets of critical wave num-
bers with opposite signs. In the purely diffractive limit
→
 /2, both velocities are actually odd functions of kc; this
symmetry is reduced by the effect of diffusion 
 /2.
Therefore, even if for 	=
 both +kc and −kc are unstable,
from the linear analysis we do not expect intensity stripe
patterns above threshold.
Note that the tunability of transverse phase and group
velocities is a general property that is valid also in the case in
which t is of the order of the time scale of the slowly
varying amplitude, as shown in Appendix B. This tunability
is therefore a rather robust and distinctive feature of two-
point nonlocality with respect to models where velocities are
induced by drift terms 18.
When perturbations have non-null group velocities, one
needs to consider whether the perturbations grow fast
enough to occupy the entire system absolute instability or if
their group velocity is such that the perturbations, although
growing, eventually move away and disappear convective
instability. Note that perturbations may be transiently am-
plified before disappearing also in systems where the linear
stability operator is non-normal, i.e., does not commute with
its adjoint 19. This type of transient growth, however,
manifests itself when the state is stable, while convective
instability happens, of course, when the state loses its stabil-
ity. In particular, in the systems considered here the linear
stability operator does commute with its adjoint so there is
no transient growth, but there is convective instability.
In order to calculate absolute thresholds, we need to ana-
lyze the dispersion relation and evaluate asymptotically the
Green’s function by analytically extending the dispersion re-
lation to complex wave vectors k and finding the appropriate
integration paths in the plane k. A detailed analysis is given
in Appendix A, here we remark only that the asymptotic
evaluation of the Green’s function cannot be done by closing
the integration contour using only equiphase lines from
saddle points, as in the purely diffusive case. However, only
the part of the imaginary axis kI with wR0 contributes
asymptotically to the Green’s function. Therefore, we only
need to close with steepest-descent paths a finite segment
kIm ,kIM with kIm and kIM, such that wR0,kI0 for kI
kIm and kIkIM. The correct determination of the absolute
thresholds requires to identify the integration paths and to
evaluate the contribution to the Green’s functions of the
saddle points that are part of it, excluding all the others. For
instance, the saddle s1 must be included in the integration
path in Fig. 4 and the saddle s0 must be excluded; the oppo-
site happens in Fig. 5. We point out that the saddles outside
the integration path can have real dispersion much larger
than that of the saddles on the path; therefore, their erroneous
inclusions would give an instability diagram drastically dif-
ferent from the correct one.
FIG. 3. Color online Phase triangles and group squares
velocities for =
, =0.49
, and =−0.02−0.2. The upper curves
are the velocities for kc continuous line and the lower black
curves refer to −kc. For rx0.26 see the star the homogeneous
state is unstable.
k
I
s
1
s
0
FIG. 4. Color online Dispersion relation in the kR ,kI plane.
Equiphase lines in colors and equiamplitude lines white with
ticks. Ticks point in the direction of decreasing dispersion in order
to identify the steepest character of the equiphase lines. The
equiphase lines that are part of the rather peculiar integration path
are marked with a thick dotted line. The correct evaluation of the
absolute threshold comes disregarding the saddle point s0 as it is not
part of the integration path. Parameters: x=0.875, r=0.8, =0,
and =0.45
. Here kIm−1.36 and kIM1.36.
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The absolute threshold dependence on x is smooth for
small feedback r Fig. 7b, while a not monotonic behavior
is found increasing the feedback strength. In the case shown
in Fig. 7a r=0.8, for instance, this happens for shift x
2.5, where a sudden lowering of the threshold appears.
This sudden variation is due to a change in the “leading”
saddle point, i.e., the one with larger real dispersion. Looking
at Fig. 6, we can see that in this case the integration path
includes two saddles, s1 and s2. The sudden variation in the
threshold happens when the shift decreases and s1 does not
belong anymore to the integration path.
III. SPONTANEOUS PATTERNS IN LASER A EQUATION
The stability analysis as well as the study of phase and
group velocities are used in the present and the following
sections to understand the main characteristics of the spa-
tiotemporal dynamics of patterns as well as localized light
spots of a full nonlinear model, the class A laser:

t
E = − E1 + i − N + ei2E + rei	Ex + x + x,t ,
14
N =

1 + E2
, 15
with x , t Gaussian white noise. Numerical simulation of
this model,2 exploring different parameter regions and
boundary conditions agrees with our predictions for both ab-
solute and convective instability thresholds. In particular, this
model reproduces the sudden change in the threshold with
the shift when increasing the feedback shown in Fig. 7a.
This confirms indeed the importance as well as the validity
of an analysis that for systems with nonlocal couplings is
rather demanding.
Laser 14 in the convectively unstable regime displays
incoherent patterns that are the result of macroscopic ampli-
fication of noise 20. Wavelengths and velocities are in good
agreement with Eqs. 5, 8, and 9, showing that these
characteristics of the amplified traveling waves can be pre-
dicted by a linear analysis. As an example, the dominant
pattern shown in Fig. 8 has a wave vector −0.46 in good
agreement with the maximum of the dispersion relation
kI=−0.459. The phase velocity of this pattern is vph−0.6
see real part of the field in Fig. 8b in agreement with the
analytical value −0.576. The group velocity can be approxi-
mately estimated also looking at traveling fronts and wave
packets in spatiotemporal diagrams of the intensity of the
field Fig. 8b. The numerically estimated value −0.95
and the analytical one −0.977 are again in reasonable agree-
ment.
2Numerical simulations with a second-order in time Runge-Kutta
method and using a random number generator 25 for the noise
term x , t.
s1
s0
b)
s0
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FIG. 5. Color online Dispersion relation notation as above.
The integration path includes only one saddle, s0, and is composed
by a steepest descent passing from s0, another equiphase line, and a
segment of the imaginary axis. The saddle point s1, with huge dis-
persion wRk1, needs to be discarded because it does not belong to
the integration path. Parameters: x=0.125, r=0.72, =
 /2, and
=0.2
. Here kIm−0.1 and kIM0.
s
1
s
2
s
3
k
I
FIG. 6. Color online Same notation as above. The two saddles
s1,2 have positive real dispersion with Rs1Rs2, while s3
has negative dispersion and does not belong to the integration path.
Decreasing the shift from x=3 to x=2, the contour path can be
closed considering just the saddle s2 even if the dispersion in s1 is
larger. Parameters: x=3, r=0.8, =
 /2, and =0.45
. Here kIm
−1 and kIM1.8.
(b)(a)
FIG. 7. Color online Instability thresholds for a =0.45
,
r=0.8 and b =
 /4, r=0.16. The convectively unstable region i
is comprised between the continuous and dashed lines. The system
is absolutely unstable above the dashed lines. The colored curves
are found for 	=0 and the black ones for 	=
 /2.
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The case 	=
 is interesting. Even if both +kI and −kI are
unstable, we do not find an intensity stripe pattern above
threshold. Actually, this is similar to what happens in a laser
without shifted feedback, whose existence of exact traveling
phase patterns is known, while intensity waves are not an
exact solution 21. The novelty here is that two waves with
wave vectors k move with opposite velocities. In the simu-
lations, we observe two phase patterns occupying two sepa-
rate regions in the transverse dimension. These phase pat-
terns travel apart so that on the right side we see a phase
structure with positive phase and group velocities while on
the left side the rolls have both velocities with negative
signs.
An example is displayed in Fig. 9, representing a very
peculiar noise sustained structure in which both positive and
negative velocities are present. This demonstrates how non-
locality enables us to generate structures with any drift de-
pending on control parameters and also to simultaneously
have velocities of opposite signs in the same spontaneous
structure. The symmetry of the motion in this “thread” pat-
tern is surprising when considering the directional character
of our nonlocal coupling, linking, in this case, each point
with a shifted one in the positive direction. Nevertheless, a
more careful observation of the pattern reveals that the pat-
terns traveling apart have similar aspect but different inten-
sities. The spatiotemporal diagram of the near-field intensity
in Fig. 9 left shows a pattern with a larger intensity in the
positive direction than in the negative one. Consistently,
positive wave vectors are more intense as seen in far-field
intensity Fig. 9 right. Note that, in presence of antiphase
feedback 	=
, linearly amplified perturbations are gov-
erned by a dispersion relation that is completely symmetrical
in the wave number. This is a nonlinear effect and is due to a
break of the reflection symmetry, as first reported in 22 for
a parametric oscillator with transverse drift and then studied
analytically in 23. As it happens for the drift, also a two-
point nonlocality breaks the reflection symmetry −x→x and
leads to states of the full nonlinear equation, with unbalanced
intensities for far-field opposite points E−k2 Ek2.
As waves with opposite wave vectors travel in opposite
directions there is a region in which they meet after having
experienced a similar amplification, traveling from opposite
regions of the device transverse area. In this central region it
is possible to observe partially coherent nontraveling stripe
patterns also in the intensity of the field, as shown in Fig. 10,
enlarging an area of the previous spatiotemporal plot. These
patterns are not solutions of laser models without feedback
21. The details of traveling fronts can be easily recognized,
as superposed to these stripes.
IV. SIGNAL CONTROL
In Ref. 14 we have proposed a method to control the
spatiotemporal dynamics of localized perturbations based on
off-axis feedback. Section II presents with some detail the
dependence of instability thresholds and phase and group
velocities on different control parameters within a linear sta-
bility analysis. Our results suggest that spatial signals can be
controlled in their amplification rate, motion, or chirping,
with the proper parameters choice. In particular, these signals
can be controlled without changing the alignment of the de-
vice by tuning the feedback phase, suggesting the possibility
to use these intense localized signals over a dark background
for optical communications or computation. In this section
FIG. 8. Color online Spatiotemporal diagrams of the field in-
tensity a and of real part b for =0.45
, r=0.16, 	=0.5
, 
=0.2, =0.98, and x=1. Numerical simulation with noise ampli-
tude =10−4 and periodic boundary conditions.
FIG. 9. Color online Spatiotemporal diagrams of the a near-
field and b far-field intensities. Parameters =0.49
, r=0.5, 	
=
, =0.2, and x=1. Simulation with white Gaussian noise of
amplitude =10−3 and super-Gaussian pump  with maximum
value =0.98.
FIG. 10. Color online Zoom of the spatiotemporal diagrams of
Fig. 9 representing a roll pattern in the intensity of the field.
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we show two examples of the signal dynamics in the most
peculiar case; the case of a feedback with an accumulated
phase 	=
. In this case the device works as a signal splitter,
as first proposed in Ref. 14.
In Fig. 11a we consider a system in which an initial
Gaussian perturbation is injected and left to evolve in ab-
sence of feedback for time t2 under the effects of dif-
fraction and a small diffusion, in the absolutely unstable re-
gime note that no convective instability is present due to the
absence of feedback and nonlocality in this first time inter-
val. The off-axis feedback is injected at t=2 with a phase
	=
, operating then the laser as a signal splitter. This im-
plies a change in the stability and the existence of two sym-
metric unstable wave vectors, with opposite velocities. As a
result, the signal evolves in two components propagating in
opposite directions of the system. The far-field intensity rep-
resented in Fig. 11b shows which are the amplified wave
vectors with continuous line and without dash-dotted line
feedbacks. Small wave numbers are damped when the feed-
back beam is injected, while larger off-axis components are
amplified. For our choice of parameters, when the feedback
is injected, we are in the convectively unstable regime.
Therefore in spite of the diffraction and spread of the two
counterpropagating signals, they are eventually separated by
a dark region, as the intensity locally decays.
An interesting question is the performance of this device
as a signal splitter in more realistic conditions, including the
presence of a source of noise. In Fig. 12a we show the
stochastic evolution of the intensity of the field, starting from
a localized Gaussian perturbation. As we are immediately
above the instability threshold, in the convective regime, the
noise is amplified and tends to give rise to a macroscopic
incoherent structure. Nevertheless, the split of the signal in
two counterpropagating ones dominates, with a rather good
contrast, as can be appreciated in Fig. 12b. Features of the
noise sustained structure appear as a modulation in the inten-
sity profile.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have given a method to study instabilities
in systems with a two-point nonlocality introduced by an
off-axis feedback. Using this method, we have shown that
the off-axis feedback changes dramatically the dynamics of
lasers with fast decaying polarization. In particular, we have
found a wide range of control parameters where the laser off
state is convectively unstable. In this range of parameters
localized perturbations can be amplified and can have trans-
verse group velocities positive or negative depending on the
parameter values chosen; similarly, the phase velocity can be
positive or negative. This remarkable tunability enables to
control the direction of propagation of localized light beams
and also their spatial chirping. Most importantly from the
standpoint of applications, our simulations show that these
properties are robust with respect to noise. While the bulk of
this work has been done considering feedbacks with time
delay negligible with respect to the time scales of the laser
dynamics, we have shown analytically that this tunability is
present also when the feedback delay time is comparable to
the time scales of the dynamics. These features make pos-
sible for these systems to be considered for applications such
FIG. 11. Color online a Spatiotemporal diagram of the inten-
sity of a signal under deterministic dynamics Eq. 14 with =0.
Parameters: =0.49
, =0.2, and =R+1=1.2. The initial per-
turbation is a small Gaussian and for t2, r=0. The feedback is
introduced only for t2 and with r=0.5, 	=
, and x=1. The
inset for 3.5 t4 represents the real part of the field. b Far-field
intensity for t=1 dash-dotted line and t=6 continuous line. FIG. 12. Color online a Spatiotemporal diagram of the field
intensity for =0.49
, r=0.5, =−0.5, 	=
, and x=1 in pres-
ence of an additive white Gaussian noise of amplitude =10−4. b
Intensity profile for t=0.2 green line and split signals for t=4.6
black line. c Pump profile x with plateau value 1.3.
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as optical beam routing and multiplexing. Finally, we men-
tion that there is a formal analogy between the variables t ,x
considered here and the variables z , corresponding to the
propagation length and the pulse time of pulsed lasers. From
a theoretical point of view, this suggests that the effects de-
scribed in this paper can be observed in a completely differ-
ent context, where the tunability and chirping of spatial
pulses becomes tunability and chirping of temporal pulses,
provided that a two-point nonlocality can be produced by an
appropriate feedback. Indeed convective instabilities have
been predicted and numerically observed 24 in fiber ring
lasers and result from a nonlocal term although not of the
form discussed in this paper.
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APPENDIX A
In this appendix we use the rescaled variables w=x2,
t= t /x2, q=kx, and x=x /x for x0 to give a detailed
analysis of the asymptotic Green’s function
lim
t→+


−
+
ewqIt+iqIxdqI. A1
The position of the saddles is given by the solutions of the
real equation
qI = −
x2r
2
eqI cotqI+− sinqI +  −  , A2
and qR depends on qI through the equation
qR = qI cotqI +  −  . A3
All saddle points are inside horizontal stripes in the q plane,
and their number varies only when two first-order saddles
collide in q=1 or when saddles move to the singularity at
infinity. Equiphase and equiamplitude lines do not depend on
the additive parameter  and are given by the equations
Imeiq2 + x2req+i = WI, A4
Reeiq2 + x2req+i = WR, A5
with W=w−x2 evaluated at any point along the path.
For 0
 /2 −
 /20, WI has an absolute maxi-
mum minimum, Wt, on the imaginary axis qI, and there-
fore, equiphase passing through saddles with WIWt WI
Wt cannot intersect the axis qI. For WIWt WIWt the
number of intersections is finite. The asymptotes of the
equiphase lines for qR0 are qI=2n
− with wR→ +,
qI= 2n+1
− with wR→−, where the upper signs ap-
ply to the case 0
 /2 and the lower signs to the case
−
 /20; for qR0 the asymptotes are cos  /2qR
−sin  /2qI=0 with wR→, sin  /2qR−cos  /2qI=0 with
wR→. The last two asymptotes are approached from in-
side for WI0 and from outside for WI0. The fact that
equiphase lines from saddle points with different values of
WI cannot intersect one another together with the dependence
of Eq. A4 on WI at infinity allows us to identify the asymp-
totes of the equiphase lines for each saddle point.
As mentioned in the paper, we form a closed integration
path with steepest-descent paths and a finite segment
qIm ,qIM on the imaginary axis, with qIm, qIM, such that
wR0,qI0 for qIqIm, qIqIM. We take the steepest-
descent paths passing from qIm, qIM, i.e., equiphase lines in
the direction of wR→−; these have the same asymptotes of
the steepest descents from either one or two saddles. In the
first case, the steepest-descent paths from qIm, qIM and the
saddle point close integration path. This is the case of Figs. 4
and 5. When the steepest-descent paths from qIm, qIM have
the same asymptotes of the steepest descents from two
saddles, sm ,sM, as in Fig. 6, we need to check how the inte-
gration path is closed. For the control parameters used in this
paper, the integration path is closed by steepest-descent paths
from qIm, qIM, sm, and sM; in general, however, one may need
steepest-descent paths from other saddle points in order to
connect sm and sM. These are the saddles in the set
P,r, = sim i M, WIsi = max
Mji
WIsjWIsiWt
A6
for 0, and in the set
P,r, = sim i M, WIsi = min
mji
WIsjWIsiWt
A7
for 0. The integration contour is closed by the equiphase
lines of qIm, qIM and the steepest descents of the saddles in
P,r,. As the contribution, IqIm, to the Green’s function
from the integration along the equiphase lines from qIm is
IqIm 
ewqImt
tqIwrqIm
, A8
and an analogous formula holds also for qIM, we see that the
threshold for absolute instability is
wM = maxwsisi P,r, = 0. A9
For wR0,qI0 for some qI, the instability is absolute when
wM0 and convective when wM0.
APPENDIX B
We show in this appendix that phase and group velocity
can be tuned and have the same or opposite sign even when
t cannot be neglected in the slowly varying amplitude.
When the time delay t is comparable to the time scale of
the slowly varying envelope, the dispersion relation is
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D,kI = −  +  − eikI
2 + re−t+i+kIx = 0, B1
where the term e−t takes into account the variation in the
field amplitude during the feedback loop. Equation B1 im-
plicitly defines  as a function of kI. From
kI = −
kID
D
=
− 2eikI + ixre−t+i+kIx
1 + tre−t+i+kIx
, B2
which is valid for D0, it is possible to infer that there
are manifolds in the control parameters where kI=0. Of
these, those that satisfy the condition kI2
2
R0 correspond to
pulses with null transverse group velocity. On these mani-
folds, the phase velocity is given by Eq. 8 and is in general
non-null. By continuity, this means that there are regions of
the control parameter space where the group and the phase
velocities have opposite signs and regions in which they
have the same sign. This shows that the tunability of the
velocities discussed in the paper is present also when the
time delay of the feedback is comparable to the time scales
of the dynamics.
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